Mr. Roundhouse Superintendent:
With the exception of their six-wheel trucks, the Atlas Alco RSD-4/5 Diesels share virtually all parts with the Atlas RS-3 Diesels. This supplemental sheet deals only with the RSD-4/5 trucks a few of whose parts also are shared with the RS-3’s. Parts used only on the RSD-4/5 are numbered in the 708000 series and are noted by asterisk in the Parts List. Body and Chassis numbers used by both locos are numbered in the 707000 series.

TRUCK Removal & Reinstallation
Trucks are removed as described in the RS-3 Manual. They should not be disassembled beyond the stage shown in FIG A. The transmission gears cannot be removed from the factory welded Gearcase Assembly 708302 except by spreading its sides and risking permanent damage.

If truck disassembly is deemed necessary proceed as follows:
1. Remove Axle Retainer 708303 by using a jeweler’s screwdriver or modeler’s knife to release the LATCHES located nearest the axle retainer ends. (See FIG. A.) Latches located inboard of the outer LATCHES are non-functional and can be ignored. Removing the 708303 Axle Retainer will permit easy removal of the truck sideframes, wheelsets and wheelwipers.

Reinstalling new or repaired trucks requires that the 707304 Worm Cover be removed from top of gearcase. Note that removal of Cover 707304 will expose the worm shaft elements which are best left out to avoid their loss while handling the truck while Cover 707304 is off.

After repositioning truck within the mainframe casting the worm shaft and bearings can be reinstalled and the Worm Cover 707304 snapped back into place.

WIRING The Truck
Replacement Truck Assembly 708300 is not provided with Wires 707313 or Wire Retainers 707314 as shown in FIG. B. These items must be purchased separately. They can be installed without major truck disassembly as follows:

a) Remove one truck sideframe by tugging firmly, but carefully, at either end to release internal latch. Repeat for opposite end.

b) Lift off Wheelwiper 706309 or 708310. Attach Wire 707313 to lug on wheelwiper then secure wire by pressing on 707314 Wire Retainer.

c) Place wired wiper over axle ends then snap truck sideframe back into place.

d) Repeat above for opposite side.

Note that wheelwipers are numbered in FIG. A and in the Parts List as 708309LH and 708310RH. Actually the wipers are alike and can be used on either side.